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CommRadio 
CTX-10 Firmware Package Release: CTX-10-1334.pkg   December 18, 2019 

Previous Release: 1330.pkg (8 July 2019) 

Firmware Upgrades & Modifications.  

 
1. Lower Perceived Background Noise. Several Operators have noted a crackling noise 

background noise that increases fatigue.  The source is actually the receiver tuner IC and its 
wide-open most sensitive setting, allowing digital noise to be heard.  We have added a Menu 
feature call LNA – ON (and OFF). [LNA: low noise amplifier] When the CTX-10 is powered-up, 
the LNA is ON, indicating maximum sensitivity (like all previous versions).  IF LNA-OFF is 
selected, an internal attenuator is activated (that negates the front-end LNA amplification).  
About 10 dB sensitive is lost, but S1 signals are clearly heard.  You now have control over this. 
 

2. ATU (internal) Automatic Antenna Tuner.  The antenna-tuner algorithm has been 
progressively improved. Detection of resonant conditions is much quicker.  The inductance 
range on the lower bands has been extended and the capacitor range extended in the upper 
bands.  There are conditions where Z < 25 Ohms that is difficult to tune (see prior 1330 
Release Notes).  The algorithm recognizes this condition and will exit after it is evident SWR 
cannot be improved.  When the solution is completed, the beginning and ending SWR is 
displayed.  If the initial SWR > 4:1, the actual is not shown.  If no significant improvement is 
noted (between the initial and final), a low Z condition exists. 

Most of the ATU solution are resistive (with most reactance cancelled).  And SWR of 2:1 can 
indicate a 100 Ohm, non-reactive solution.  We are not concerned if you operate into 3:0:1 
SWR conditions.  Its always better to work on your antennas and get it closer to resonance 
and let the tuner maximize the condition.  Again, I have seen external ATUs declare 1:1 when 
the actual is closer to 2:1.  The CTX-10 ATU is honest. 

I am now working with a 136’ OCF antenna I built that is not cut correctly.  The resonate 
condition is always 1 MHz away.  With a 1:4 Balun, low Z conditions prevail with SWRs as high 
at 8:1. Yet, the ATU is settling to < 3:1, mostly much better (< 2.0: 1), and I am making long 
distance contacts using 10W FT8, even on 80m.  When I improve this antenna, so much the 
better. 

 

Future firmware Updates: Please contact us at support@commradio.com with your experiences and 
suggestions. 

Your pleasure with the CTX-10 is my pleasure! 

Best 73,  Don Moore  W0CTX 


